
CLIL pedagogy comprises:

Framework for what is to be taught
- Conceptualising key aims, objectives, and outcomes
- Awareness of content integrated language demands

Principles for how it is to be taught
- Guidance for planning integrated content and language lessons and

teaching/learning experiences
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Communication

Cultural awareness
Intarcultural understanding

Plurl-culturallsm

(Coyle, 2007, p. 552)

CLIL in the Australian Context

Victorian Government Trials
- Levels:

• Primary x3; Secondary x3
- Sectors:

• Government x4; Catholic; Independent
- Languages:

• Italian x2; French; German; Japanese; Spanish
- Content areas:

• Humanities x3; Science x2; Arts

(Coyle,2006, p 10)

SCHOOL™ toScAiloN The Lan9uage Triptych: Identifying language demands
and objectives from content integration (Coyle, 2007)

Language of learning
- Language that is embedded in the content being studied, and required to

access those concepts, knowledge, and/or skills

Language for learning
- Language that enables learners to function effectively in the classroom

between other students, the teacher, and for managing one's own learning and
understanding

Language through learning
- Language that emerges through higher-order engagement while reflecting on

what the language and content mean,
and in trying to contribute their own Interpretation and understanding of that
through dialogic interaction with others

Advocacy
Collaborating with others
Dealing with compulsory,
multilevel classrooms
Emotional work
Ensuring a focus on output
Ensuring language is
understandable for students' level
Finding room for individuality
Incorporating opportunities for
higher-order engagement

Challenges

Isolation and impact of the wider
school community
Middle years
Planning
Planning well in advance:
logically, sequentially, and
holistically
Sharing learning spaces
The demands placed on
colleagues

fit The 4Cs Framework: What is being
taught (Coyle, 2006)

- The subject nutter, theme, and topic forming the basis for the program,
denned by domain or discipline according to knowledge, concepts, and skills
(e.g., Science, IT, Arts, etc.).

- The language to create and communicate meaning about the Knowledge, concepts, and skills being learned
(e.g., stating facts about the sun, giving instructions on using software, describing emotions in response to
music, etc.).

' Cognition
- The ways that we make sense of knowledge, experience, and the world around us

(e.g., remembering, understanding, evaluating, critiquing, reflecting, creating, etc.).

> Culture
- The ways that we interact and engage with knowledge, experience, and the world around us; socially (e.g.,

social conventions for expressing oneself in the target language), pedagogically (e.g., classroom convention:
for learning and classroom interaction), and/or according to disciplinarily (e.g., scientific conventions for
preparing reports to disseminate knowledge, etc.).
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(Coyle etal., 2010, p. 42)
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Strategies that worked well across
contexts

Creating a language rich space
Demonstrating and modelling
Double-sided flashcards
Dramatisation
Extra-curricular tutorial
system
Finding opportunities
Focusing on parts of the whole
Folios
Gardner's multiple
intelligences
Glossaries

Hands-on language
High expectations
Individual instruction c
group work

inguage cues
nguage preparation
inguage teaching su|

nd background langu
students
Learning from the lean
perspective
Lesson/transition brea

1 Repeating vs. revision and
consolidation

> Representing the same idea in
different ways

> Routines
• storyboarding
. Strategic L1 (first language)

> Strong conceptual/verbal links
• The 'Teacher centred/Student

centred' learning continuum
• 'Three stage'lessons
> Translanguaging
' Visuals via drawings
• Visuals via ICT
• Working with mainstream

colleagues



Strategies that worked well across
contexts

http://wwv.ed ucafon.vic.gov.au/schoolfpriici pa b/curriculum/Pages/c îctona^spx
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You are not alone

CLIL Language Teachers' Network

•$••• iH SoSiOT'EDucATio" Strategies that worked well across
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Strategic use of multiple languages

Spanish/Science-Year 2
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srHOOI o^ETOCArlo" Buildina better knowledge of language teaching through
(deliberately integrating language with) content teaching

CLIL raises questions on the need for the conventional separation
between languages
- The 'two solitudes assumption' (Cummins, 2007): the argument for clear

boundaries between the use of the L1 and L2
- Maximising comprehensible input via target language exposure (Block, 2003;

Krashen, 1981).

Teaching Year 10 Geography using Japanese (Cross, 2016)
- Teacher's use of the students' L1 (English) was both disciplined and purposeful
- The potential of the rich linguistic tools that learners (and teachers) bring the

pedagogical relationship (Cummins, 2007, 2008; Lantolf, 2000), including
translanguaging (Creese & Blackledge, 2010; Garcia, 2009), and the need to
find ways to better acknowledge languages across the curriculum as a tool to
improve students' content knowledge and conceptual development.

You are not alone

Mtp:,//www.Bs.edu.aurteachers pace/prof essionalfeamingy2186?scctionid=123
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METAMORPHIC ROCKS AR£ IVIA0E

'Metamorphism' means 'changing form1 and meiamorphic rocks are made from other types of rock
(usually sedimentary), which have changed in some way due to huge amounts of [HEAT] and | PRESSURE

The PRESSURE comes from the huge weight of rock pressing down from above...
... the HEAT comes from the molten magma (liquid rock) inside the Earth's surface.

Sedimentary rock
wffh lots of grains...

... changes to wetaworpbic
rock wHfi lined up crystals.

In this case the sedimentary rock is exposed to great pressure, from the rock layers above, and high temperatures
from the solidified magma in direct contact with it. This causes it to undergo change, forming a different rock type

PRESSURE OF ROCKS A&OVE

COMPRESSES THE LAYERS
HEAT ANP PRESSURE FROM MA&MA

LAYERS OF MUPSTONE, ... turned into... ..LAYERS OF SLATE

(from Essentials of Science, edited by K. Whelan, Lonsdale 2002)



Content based language teaching (CBLT), Topic based language
teaching (TBLT), Communicative language teaching (CLT) — and now
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)... What's new that
CLIL could possibly 'tell us' that we don't already know?!'

THE MANY FACES OF CLIL

(Mehisto, Hood, 8 Marsh, 2008, p. 13)

SCHOOL OH EDUCATION

CLIL's antecedents lie in the ESL movement, especially Mohan's work
on what was distinctive when the focus is a simultaneous language
and content (1979, 1986, 2002, 2013; Mohan, Leung, & Davison, 2001).

• "'Language' includes not only the rules of sentence grammar but also the
organization of discourse; 'content' includes not only content in the sense
of the message of a sentence but also content as it is seen by the content
teacher, content as the organization of information within the perspective
of a discipline." (Mohan, 1990, p. 144, emphasis added)
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What is CLIL?

How can it help us to teach any better?

Defining CLIL

What's not there ...

• Communicative language teaching (CLT)
• The emphasis is on learning language (with a focus on meaning/interaction)

• Content-based language teaching (CBLT)
• Topic-based language teaching (TBLT)

• Content, topics, themes, etc. are a medium to promote communication
The ultimate focus is still language (not content knowledge or skills)

Is this just semantics ... does the difference really matter?

CLIL - The 'standard' definition

"an umbrella term which refers to 'any dual focussed
educational context in which an additional language, thus
not usually the first... language of the learners involved, is
used as a medium in the teaching and learning of non-
language content'" (Marsh, 2002 in Coyle, 2008, p.97)

"If there is no dual-focus on language and non-language
content within a lesson or course then it does not qualify as
a form of CLIL" (Marsh, 2002, p. 17)

When we are forced to pay attention to how knowledge is not just
communicated, but built—while relying on meaning-making tools to which
those who are interacting do not already have pre-existing access—it forces
us to hone in on what really matters pedagogically/instructionally for
scaffolding the development of both (language and content)

So what has CLIL been able to help distill about the elements of best practice?


